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Somerville Modern
Workplace as a Service
(MWaaS)

Work in a Post Pandemic
Business Environment
Today’s workforce demands flexibility and choice. To remain
competitive and retain talent, organisations need to adapt and
evolve. To achieve this, they need to foster flexible working
environments with seamless connectivity and access to the right
business tools and applications.
But with shrinking budgets and growing ICT complexity,
managing device fleets is an increasingly challenging task.

Introducing Somerville MWaaS
Somerville MWaaS is an end-to-end solution that delivers a
simple to adopt environment designed to minimise headaches,
maximise productivity, and drive collaboration while remaining
secure, without breaking the bank.
Underpinned by HP technology powered by Intel®, MWaaS gives
you end to end design, deployment, and ongoing management
of your devices for a small monthly fee per user.

How MWaaS Works
MWaaS offers you a window into the hybrid workplace with a
seamless cloud experience. Through the end-to-end design,
deployment, and ongoing management of your endpoint
devices, enable your team to work from any location - safely,
securely, and reliably.

Key Benefits
•
•
•

Improved business productivity and efficiency

•
•
•

More opportunities for business optimisation

Fast and easy deployment for a remote workforce
Reduced device fleet complexity – all managed by
Somerville
Somerville acts as your own internal support desk
Move from CapEx to OpEx

Solves Problems
•

Somerville support desk can handle your devices
remotely, freeing your IT staff to focus time
elsewhere

•
•

Support desk management handled on your behalf

•

MWaaS gives your team the freedom and flexibility to
work from wherever they choose

Complete end to end device setup, deployment and
ongoing management gives you more time to focus on
your business

Why Somerville
•
•
•
•
•

Almost 40 years’ industry experience
Currently run device fleets for some of Australia’s
leading organisations across mining, automotive,
finance, education, and utilities industries
Strong partnerships with leading technology
vendors such as HP, Intel® and Microsoft
Customer first approach
Well established local service desk

MWaaS Includes:
•
•

Pre-imaging of devices

•

Troubleshooting for any
device issues

•

Remote Application
deployment

•

Ongoing support from
Somerville Specialists

•

Administration related to
endpoint deployment

•

Ongoing management
of Support Desk

•

24x7x365 access to
Somerville Support
Technicians

Setup, configuration, and
deployment of devices

Get started with a
small monthly fee
Comprehensive endpoint management of this scale typically requires
4-5 dedicated staff but with Somerville it is all taken care of.
Talk to our team of specialists today to ensure your team gets the most out of
their tools regardless of where they are located.
Visit us

1300 209 233

1300 209 233

somerville.com.au

